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Abstract 

=. ' e has become one of the most necessary item to have whether to a student or an executive. 

__ =--~. _ = u al company with offices around the world, has launched their pen drive in Bangladesh in 

- =- . esh Transcend is the most popular brand since the beginning of IT market. But along with 

r nscend has faced decline in the ir sales volume over the years. The purpose of the study was to 

-< ;;scribe the most significant factors Transcend used for its market positioning to see the reason 

is falling. A set of hypothesis \\ ere developed and tested in a study amongst forty respondents from 

,1. 5t University. The Toles of four impoI1ant factors that are product, place, price and promotion are 

=_ted in this study. This study used empir ical da a from an exploratory study designed to investigate the 

-=~~y Transcend used to position in thei r pen n\ e in the market. And i tried to find out whether the 

- __ :i ning strategy was successful or not , and [ 0 !f1I ... e:- and \\hat measures should be taken to reposition the 

- : J t. 
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~ :- a portable flash memory solution, designed to transport data files from one 

::mother. The product can carry audio, video and data files, and is brilliantly simple; 

o~ , has to do is plug the pen drive into a computer's USB port, drag and drop the 

-_."....'.' .... _. -l ies from the hard drive, remove it and plug it into another machine . 

. --;; ':: 3wn of the new Millennium, it became clear that traditional storage solutions were no 

• = ;: ~ up to the job. People now needed to move large files between computers in the blink of 

_. =. sing intermediary technology \\'hich \vas quick to set up, easy to carry and hard to damage . 

.; clutch of software companies, including SanDisk (then known as M-Systems), Lexar, Trek 

2nd IBM began working on a solution that \\ ould meet these needs. 

Their solution was the revolutionary USB flas h ri\·e. \\hich was gradually developed in the last 

:. ears of the 20th century. In 2000 Trek r II out the first-ever flash drive, named Thumb Drive, 

in Singapore, with IBM introducing a si mi lar model to the North American market. Just a few 

months later Lexar introduced a Com C1 Flash (CF) card with a USB connection, and a 

companion card reader/writer and LSB ~ , . : ' hi s eliminated the need for a USB hub, and 

allowed the penlflash drive to enjoy m : o . .,: gro\\1h over the next decade. 

Transcend Information. Inc . was ~ n -1 ;:~ -. by r. Peter Shu and has its headquarters in 

Taipei , Taiwan. Transcend ' s ex r. ~ · ~ : -L\Ju t portfolio has grown to include over 2,000 

memory modules of every t~- ~ . :- ~- ~ ~:l Y;' cards, USB flash drives, MP3 players, digital 

photo frames, portable hard ~ :- ''. ~ .:. . ~ _ : ~-;:' .: ; _ roducts and accessories . Transcend products are 

available for propri e [t!~ =--_ _ . ?~:.-- :.. - .-: -',,- for mass marketed pes. 

Tr31·;:: ~2 ".:. ::. ;; u ~ 2 :: ;-':~.::I: .\ ' :r o--I-es around the world, thus they are able to serve all the 

e s e!"io: JaJ it\ of service to their customers. Their overseas offices 

were open d in C Ii omia. L .--\ (1990). G rmany (1992), The Netherlands (1996), Japan (1997), 

Hong Kong ( ~ OOO . China (2000). LK (2005), Maryland USA (2005), Osaka Japan (2007) and 

Seoul Korea (2008 ). In Bangladesh Transcend is the most popular brand since the beginning of 

IT market. Transcend is a strategically integrated Hi-Tech company, not only they design, 

develop and manufacture their branded products, but they also market and sell their own devices. 
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- has a very successful retail store chain in Taiwan and after they launched their initial 

e-commerce in May 2000, their on-line sales have grown exponentially. But in 2009 

:-cnd faced sales decline in Bangladesh. Now, my prime concern in this study is to find 

__ ::oning strategy taken by Transcend to capture the market share. 

~.O Related Constructs and Research Framework 

2.1 Product 

For Transcend pen drive brands product qualir) is a prime concern as because customers mainly 

concentrate on the feature of the pen driw, per ormance of the pen drive, pen drive security and 

outlook of the pen drive. When purchase pen ri\e . Different kinds of people like different kinds 

of kind of pen drive. Some customer prefers ~ I s- ic design some like trendy and secure. Also 

have the preference difference in color. . Cus tom r also considers the feature when he purchase 

the pen drive mainly focu ses on durab ilir, . sped . transferability etc. Again some people see the 

performance of the pen drive they try to re ' u= ize \\'hich pen drive performance is more batter 

and they buy it. Some peopl e see the ~ _:->. of ' he pen drive; people concern the data security, 

antivirus security and data. So i tr ied : -(.. (lU what attribute of the product customers are 

mainly consider as it is a important f2-: ,-"'O si ng pen drive. 

2.2 Place 

Place plays an important f c:o~ \ - ~- - . - .':: . en rive. Usually people like to visit IT shop for 

purchasing technolog i 

shop. So e\-er\ 

p n 

di stri t tl O- ~ _- ... ~ 

2.3Price 

- 2 -~ :: yS. customer also purchases pen drive from local 

'" _.-= emphasize more on distribution channel. If the 

~. ~ - will not face any difficulties to find their favorite 

.::: , -- \ I tried to find whether Transcend has a strong 

0 .. : : ' '" :- positioning strategy Transcend used. 

The price is the amount a customer pays for the product. Consumers want to get highest utility 

from a product they purchase by sacrificing money and benefit from other brands. Price 
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: e process by which consumers translate price into meaningful cognitions. So 

~- .:: are more associated with quality perception of a product or brand. There are four 

dri \e brand in Bangladeshi market. They are Twinmos, Kingstone, Apacer, and 

__ -:_ There are some price differences among the different variety of pen drives. As 

- i:'~ -pend money for the best possible product so I can conclude that price influence 

- -:-:. to buy pen drive. 

2.4 Promotion 

J - ~~ otion means the way of promoting something in order to make known about the product to 

- J5 to mers. Without promotion it is very hard for a product to make it recognize in the market. 

Se\eral companies use different types of promotional strategy according to their target market 

::nd type of their product. 

3.0 Problem Definition 

Transcend pen drive started their busi ne-s in Bangladesh just after2003.In 2009 Transcend 

company sells decrease in significantly. '\0'.\ the) have followed some marketing strategies to 

re-establish the brand image again. B as i call ~ here I tried to identify the effectiveness of the 

strategies on repositioning they have te . 

I had identified some problems behi j (\ r '"csearch process and that are-

Broad Statement: 

The broad " a[e-::~ - ~ : ~ -

.. ' -h .h fl pen drive in Bangladesh is falling?" 
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a the Problem: 

.+ .1 Theory Development 

,, :ioning Communications activities to give an existing product a new position in 

.~r'- ·"""I ers ' minds and so expanding or otherwise altering its potential market. Many potentially 

_ _ 3 Ie products lead an obscure existence because they were launched or positioned in an 

::Jequate manner. It is almost always possible to enhance the value of such products by 

-__ vsitioning them. 

~ e implication with the term "repositioning" is that a company modifies something that is 

:: ready present in the market and in the consumer ' s mind. The definition of repositioning 

:hanges different individuals and professions. To view the different definitions and perceive a 

greater understanding about this concept, three examples of repositioning given by individuals in 

different professions is stated below: 

"Repositioning is how you adjust perceptions, lrhether those perceptions are about you or about 

your competition " (Jack Trout and Steve Rivkin, Repositioning October 2009) 

"Re-positioning involves changing the ide mic}' of a product, relative to the identity of competing 

products, in the collective minds of the targer market " (wikipedia) 

From these definitions, it is obvious that reposition is about moving something to a newer and 

hopefully to a more attractive and rele\ al1 t position. The purpose of the movement differs with 

regards to what the company wants to achieve. A company might want to reach out to a larger 

target group, or be involved in several different positions at the market. 

Steve RiVKin and Jack Trout pro\ide a powerful framework for establishing a repositioning 

strategy that not only shows the \\ eaknesses of the competition, but also the strengths and 

advantages of one's own company. To bui Id that successful repositioning strategy, the authors 

provide a five step process , 

"' Rethink your current marketing 

"' Refocus your consumer branding 
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"Reassess your company's strengths 

"Reposition your corporate identity 

"Reclaim your competitive edge 

-; :hose one is "Rethink your current marketing" which means restructuring the current 

' . ~ : --:1i" i.e. price, product, promotion and Place. With this important step, a company can 

_=-- ::- ~ hallenge of the competition which may not be considering a repositioning strategy 

4.2 Model Development 

::-o r my marketing research process, I followed and used the mathematical models. I have some 

:egression equations to identify some components known as dependent and independent 

ariables and their impacts on the research. The equation: 

Y = Dependent Variable (overall attitude towards Transcend pen drive) 

Beta = Constant 

x = Independent Variable 

4.3 Research questions: 

And the research questions regarding specific components like 4P 's (Product, Price, Place 

Promotion) are: 

I. Is the price of Transcend pen drive expensive? 

2. Is there an y change required in the product attribute? 

1. Outlook 
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P~r formance 

Se urity 

- ~.: e nd need to go for promotional activity? 

:mscend need to improve their distribution channel? 

-tA Hypotheses Development 

- 5 ~tS of hypotheses can be de\'e loped from the above framework: 

H. pothesis 1: The Product Attributes of Tran scend pen drive requires to be changed: 

I. There is change required in product outlook. 

11. There is change required in produ t features. 

III. There is change required in product performance. 

IV. There is change required in product security. 

Hypothesis 2: The price of Transcend pen dri\e is expensive. 

Hypothesis 3: Transcend need to improve their distribution channel. 

Hypothesis 4: Transcend need to go for Promotional activities. 
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- .::earch Design 

5.1 Type of Research 

- .0 .~ a causal research using r. 'ey method . I have conducted survey to find out what 

re thinking about T ran en compare to other brands. 1 surveyed the respondents of 

~ ~ . u niversity to kno\\ th I r erception. The respondents were friendly to fill up the 

~Je stionnaires which \\ S hel ~ I fo r us to identify the proper scenario about the 

, ."!n ing strategy of Transcend ' 

5.2 Questionnaire Design 

-:. ,e questionnaire has two part s, In The fin p rtS the subjects were asked to respond to all items 

n a number of 5-point Likert scales in a st ru tu red format. Each item was anchored at the 

-lU meral I with the verbal statement 'Str ngl: Disagree' and at the numeral 5 with the verbal 

statement 'Strongly Agree', Multiple it ems \\ er used to establish appropriate measurement 

properties (reliability) of the selected construc ts, 

In the second part of the questionnaire, comai) the some demographic data. 

5.3 Survey Method 

For my study, I followed the personal sur. ey methods. I have made my questionnaire and 

surveyed among the 40 respondent from the Eas t \\ 'est University to know their perception about 

Transcend 

5.4 Sampling Plan 

Con venient sampling has been used , \\here the respondent number was 40. All of the 

re"pondents were from East West University, 

5.5 Secondary research 

The researcher also reviewed several foreign and local research works in this field. The 

secondary data have been collected by consulting existing literature, textbooks, annual reports, 

program bulletins, government publication and relevant websites. 
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- ~:-~. in the campus, 

_ 13 Analysis 

.1 Reliability of the Measures 

. measures were used to =o et the data on the constructs considered. A total of 30 items 

_ . :1structed for the questi onnaire to measure, regarding choice factors and how they 

__ -::e the customer's cho ice to\\'ards Transcend pen drive. Reliability/ Internal Consistency 

- - _,Ii-item scales for each of th e constructs \\ ere measured using Cronbach Coefficient Alpha. 

- - -;: minimally acceptable reliability fo r pri ma-y research should be in the range of point five to 

- .,i nt six. Based on the assessment a tota l of _8 items measuring the constructs were finally 

-;: ained for final use. 

Coefficient alpha values \-vere computed for ea h 'onstruct separately which ranged from point 

0.539 to 0.751. Results of the reliabilit\ te [ sho\\' that the data collected from the survey are 

;eliable and suitable for further analysis . 

6.2 Reliability of Data 

Constructs No. of Items a -values 

Product 19 0.671 

Price 3 0.572 

PI J.ce 2 0.539 

Promotion 3 0.751 
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, R ,~ression Ana,lysis: 

_ -.;:;: :-di bilir: analysis \\ s one. he n, we calculated the mean value of dependent variables 

_ 2 . i ude towards transce: ~n drive) and independent variables (Product, Price, Place 

_ -- - 'I.e ion). Finally, we com I th analysis part through regression analysis. 

~Iodel Summary 

Adjusted R Std. Error of the 

- - R R ar Square Estimate 

,: 

II 
I .740(a) . -.+8 .496 .77421 

IJ.-:;dlctors: (Constant), Promotion, Place. Produ . F~atures , Price 

From the regression analysis, we have fo un th r {he Value of R Square is 0.548. That means, 

independent variable (Product (xl), Price(:\..'- J. Place(x3) and Promotion(x4)) has 54.8% 

explanatory power over the dependent \ar ia Ie (o\ era ll attitude towards transcend pen drive). In 

other words, the dependent variable (o\ erall attirude towards transcend pen drive) can be 

influenced 54.8% by the independent variable (Product, Price, Place and Promotion). On the 

other hand 45 .2% is the extraneous variables \\ hi ch can influence the dependent variables. 
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Coefficients (a) 

l'nstandardized Standardized 

Coefficients Coefficients 

M.:, j el B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 

i (Constant) -.797 1.435 -.555 .582 

Product .190 ."99 .060 .475 .638 

Price . "9 .1 9 .489 3.718 .001 

Place .035 .1 .022 .190 .851 

I 

Promotion .386 . 1 .: .347 2.710 .010 

a Dependent Variable: AttItude towards Tr n end Peln Drive 

Product: 

From the analysis of the beta value of pr u rep re sent that 6.0% of dependent variable (overall 

attitude towards transcend pen drive) is in uen by the independent variable (product) and we 

are 36.2% confident about it. In other \\3 \\e can say that there is 63.8% chance of error that 

the product can influence the overal l a iruj \\'ards the Transcend pen drive. 

So, HI is rejected. 

The product attributes of Transcend en dri\ e does not require change 

Price: 

From the analysis of the beta \ '31 ue of price represent that 48.9% of dependent variable (overall 

attitude towards transcend pen drive) is influenced by the independent variable (price) and we 

are 99.9% confident about it. In other ways we can say that there is 0.1 % chance of error that the 

price can influence the overall attitude towards the Transcend pen drive. 

So, H2 is accepted. 
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- : e ~- Tra n- end pen dr i\ e is expensive. 

Place: 

he analysis of the beta value f place represent that 2.2% of dependent variable (overall 

- ": _.::.e rowards transcend pen dri\ ) is influenced by the independent variable (place) and we 

-~ ~ . 0 0 confident about it. In other \\ays we can say that there is 85.1 % chance of error that 

:: : .:. :~ can influence the overall ani tude towards the Transcend pen drive. 

_ _3 is rejected. 

~ ~( nscend does not need to improve their di stribution channel. 

Promotion: 

From the analysis of the beta value of promoti on represent that 34.7% of dependent variable 

(overall attitude towards transcend pen dri\e_ is influenced by the independent variable 

(promotion) and we are 99% confident about it. In other ways we can say that there is 1 % chance 

of error that the promotion can influence the o\erall attitude towards the Transcend pen drive. 

So, H4 is accepted. 

Transcend need to go for Promotional acti\ities. 

6.4 Discussion: 

In this study I tried to find which strategies should be taken by Transcend to reposition their 

brand image again. The 4 factors (product, price, place and promotion) are tested by conducting 

a Regression analysis. The result indicates that two out of four factors (price and promotion) 

ha\e significant influence on repositioning. Product and place did not show any significant 

influence on the repositioning strategy. 
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i ari on and Future Research: 

.. ::re some limitations in th is study and thus future research should continue to test and to 

. -- _ -e lationships investigated in the present study and variables that moderate them. More 

_ '- ,:,I! ly, the study used conveni e;lt 53. J11ple- more specifically the students and faculties of 

,-est University. There e:-;i st many arduments in features and against the convenience 

- -- ling method. Some respondents were not familiar with fIve point scale that we used to 

. ' .ect the data. But since I had \ en limi ted t;me. students sample was used for convenience. 

,erefore, these findin gs cannot be generalized to other populations. When I will conduct 

.:nother marketing research next time I \\ill tr: [ minimize those mistakes. 

9.0 Conclusion: 

Generally repositioning strategies are combination of all the product, price, promotion and place 

strategies. But in this study I found that procuct and place is not influencing factor in Transcends 

repositioning strategy. Rest of the factors Iprice and promotion) is showing the importance to 

make a successful repositioning strategy in the market. 

Result of this research helps to identify the factor for choosing a market strategy. Well, the 

product mix is important but all the factors may not be important for every kind of products. 

There may be effects of extraneous variables like economy, environment, political influence etc. 

In this research product and place strategy of transcend pen drive is running perfectly, here no 

need to change the existing strategy. But price and promotion factors are having significance 

influence for successful strategy planning. 

10.0 BibJiography 

~ wW\,y.google.com 

~ www.wikipedia.com 
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uestionnaire 

Questionnaire 
.::.: respondent, I'm students of East West University. This questionnaire has been done as a part of 

_ - .:.;>et ing course. We ensure you that the data collected through this questionnaire will be used only for 

_ ~ .:. .:!~m ic purpose; no information will be disclosed to any third party. 

Do you use pen drive.( If yes, cont in ue further) 

D Yes [] No 

2. What isthe name of your pen drive? 

Please put a tick mark ch mark in the appropriate box regarding the respective factor in 

any range from 1-5 scales 

Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 

agree Disagree 
Factor 

I 
(5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 

l. While purchasing pen drive, I consider I 
the outlook. 

2. The outlook of transcend pen drive is 

smarter than other brand pen drive. 

I 
3. Transcend pen drive has varieties of 

outlook. 

4 . I consider about the color while 

choosing a pen drive. I 
5. Transcend pen drive offers variet ies of 

colored pen drives. 

6. Data security is the most important 

factor in choosing a pen drive. 

1. Transcend pen drive is securer then 

other pen drives. 
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Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 

agree Disagree 
Factor 

(5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 

8. I prefer high rate data speed in a pen 

drive. 

9. Transcend pen drive's data transfer 

speed is high. 

10. Memory size is important for a pen 

drive. 

11. Transcend offer different memory size 

pen drives. 

12. I have a fear of dropping my pen 

drive. 

13. I am careful that my pen drive never 

falls. 

14. Transcend pen drive has anti-shock : 

I system . 

15. Data in Transcend pen drive is never I lost if it drops. 

16. Warranty is important for pen drive. 

17. Transcend pen drive gives warranty. I 
18. Transcend pen drive offers after sales 

service. 

19. I am happy with the after sales service 

of Transcend pen drive. 

20. Price influences me in purchasing pen 

drive 

21. Transcend pen drive is affordable. 

I 
22. I am ready to spend more for a 

transcend pen drive. 
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Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 

agree Disagree 
Factor 

(5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 

23. I prefer buying pen drive from local 

shops. 

24 . Transcend pen drive is available in 

local shops. 

I 
25. I want to buy my pen drive from a 

Transcend exclusive shop. 

26. Transcend pen drive has an exclusive 

shop. 

27. Advertisement influence me on 

choosing a brand 

28. I have seen Transcend advertisement 

on media 

29. I have come to know about transcend 

pen drive from a advertisement 

Factor Very Good Neutral Bad Very 

Good bad 

(5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 

30. Overall attitude towards Transcend 
pen drive 

I 

Demographics question: 
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1. Age 

16-20 

21-25 

- 26-30 

- 31-35 

....J 36-40 

2. Gender 

0 Male 

0 Female 

3. Monthly Family Income 

4. 

o Below 30000 

o 30001-50000 

o 50001-70000 

[J 70001-90000 

o 90000 above 

Occupation 

~ Student 

0 Faculty 

0 Executives 

0 Others 

Thank you for your time and cooperation. 
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12.2 SPSS analysis 

Descriptivist 

Descriptive Statistics 

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std . Deviation 

Age 40 2 5 2.07 .474 

Gender 40 1 2 1.33 .474 

Occupation 39 1 2 1.03 .160 

Monthly Family Income 40 1.00 5.00 3.0250 1.38652 

While purchasing pen drive, I 
40 1 5 3.30 1.181 

consider the outlook. 

The outlook of tran scend pen 

drive is smarter than other 40 1 5 3.33 .888 

brand pen drive I 
Transcend pen drive has 

40 2 
varieties of outlook. 

5 3.55 .846 

I consider about the color 

1 1 while choosing a pen drive. 
40 5 3.75 1.056 

Transcend pen drive offers 

varieties of colored pen 40 1 5 3.73 .905 

drives 

Data security is the most 

important factor in choosing 40 1 5 4.38 .979 

a pen drive 

Transcend pen drive is 
40 2 5 3.65 .802 

securer then other pen drives 

I prefer high rate data speed 40 2 5 4.40 .871 
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- = pen drive 

- a nscend pen drive's data 

ransfer speed is high 
40 2 5 3.68 .656 

emory size is important for 

a pen drive 
40 4 5 4.70 .464 

Transcend offer different 

memory size pen drives 
40 3 5 4.25 .707 

I have a fear of dropping my 

pen drive 
40 2 5 3.65 1.001 

I I am careful that my pen 
40 1 5 3.70 .911 

drive never falls 

J Transcend pen drive has anti-
40 5 3.28 .933 

shock system 

Data in Transcend pen drive 
40 2 5 3.42 .675 

is never lost if it drops 

Warranty is important for 
40 1 5 4.18 1.107 

pen drive 

Transcend pen drive gives 
40 3 5 4.32 .797 

warranty 

Transcend pen drive offers 
40 1 5 3.48 1.154 

after sales service 

I am happy with the after 

sales service of Transcend 40 1 5 3.58 .874 

pen drive 

Price influences me in 

purchasing pen drive 
40 1 5 3.53 1.176 

Tra nscend pe n d rive is 
40 2 5 3.75 .776 

affordable 

I am ready to spend more for 
40 1 5 3.40 .955 

a transcend pen drive 

I prefer buying pen drive 40 1 5 2.62 1.125 
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:, _m local shops 

- ranscend pen drive is 

3vailable in local shops 
40 1 5 3.35 1.027 

I want to buy my pen drive 

from a Transcend exclusive 40 . 2 5 3.85 .834 

sh op 

Transcend pen drive has an 
40 2 

exclusive shop 
5 3.33 .829 

Advertisement influence me 

on choosing a brand 
40 1 5 3.02 1.143 

I have seen Transcend 

advertisement on media 
40 1 5 2.42 1.217 

I have come to know about 

transcend pen drive from a 40 1 5 2.45 1.239 

advertisement 

My overall attitude towards 
40 2 5 4.03 .698 

Transcend pen drive 

Valid N (li stwise) 39 

Reliability Test for Product Features 
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Case Processing Summary 

N 
I 

% 

I Cases Valid 40 100.0 

Excluded(a} 0 .0 

Total 40 100.0 

A Listwise deletion based on all variables in the procedure . 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 

.671 I 19 

Item Statistics 

Mean I Std. Deviation N 

While purchasing pen drive, I consider 
3.30 

the outlook. 
1.181 40 

The outlook of transcend pen drive is 
3.33 

smarter than other brand pen drive 
.888 40 

I 
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- anscend pen drive has varieties of 

outlook . 
3.55 .846 40 

I consider about the color while 

choosing a pen drive. 
3.75 1.056 40 

Transcend pen drive offers varieties of 
3.73 .905 40 

colored pen drives 

Data security is the most important 
4.38 .979 40 

factor in choosing a pen drive 

I Transcend pen drive is securer then 
3.65 .802 40 

, other pen drives 

I prefer high rate data speed in a pen 
4.40 1 .871 40 

drive 

Transcend pen drive's data transfer 
3.68 .656 40 

speed is high 

Memory size is important for a pen 
4 .70 .464 40 

drive 

Transcend offer different memory size 
4 .2 5 .707 40 

pen drives 

I have a fear of dropping my pen drive 3.65 1.001 40 

I am careful that my pen drive never 
3.70 .911 40 

falls 

Transcend pen drive has anti-shock 
3.28 

system 
.933 40 

Data in Transcend pen drive is never 
3.43 .675 40 

lost if it drops 

Warranty is important for pen drive 4 .18 1.107 40 

Transcend pen drive gives warranty 4.33 .797 40 

Transcend pen drive offers after sales 
3.48 1.154 40 

service 

I am happy with the after sales service 
3.58 .874 40 
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_fTranscend pen drive 

Item-Total Statistics 

I Corrected Cronbach's 

Scale Mean if Scale Variance Item-Total Alpha if Item 

Item Deleted if Item Deleted Correlation Deleted 

While purchasing pen drive, I 
69.00 36.462 .324 .650 

consider the outlook. 

The outlook of transcend 

pen drive is smarter than 68.97 40 .128 .138 .672 

other brand pen drive 

Transcend pen drive has 
68.75 39.782 .185 .666 

varieties of outlook. 

I consider about the color 

while choosing a pen drive. 
68 .55 38.921 .185 .669 

Transcend pen drive offers 

varieties of colored pen 68.58 36.046 .516 .629 

drives 

Data security is the most 

important factor in choosing 67.93 41.763 -.020 .691 

a pen drive 

Transcend pen drive is 

securer then other pen 68.65 38.644 .319 .653 

drives 

I prefer high rate data speed 
67.90 37.118 .433 .640 

in a pen drive 

Transcend pen drive's data 
68.63

1 

39.984 .248 .661 
transfer speed is high 
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Memory size is important for 
67 .60 42 .041 .036 .675 

a pen drive 

Transcend offer different 

memory size pen drives 
68.05 38.203 .431 .644 

I have a fear of dropping my 
68.65 41.208 .020 .687 

pen drive 

I am careful that my pen 
68.60 39.067 .226 .662 

drive never falls 

Transcend pen drive has 
69.02 38.897 .232 .662 

anti-shock system 

Data in Transcend pen drive 
68.88 39 .958 .241 .661 

is never lost if it drops 

Warranty is important for 
68. 13 37.446 .281 .656 

pen drive 

Transcend pen drive gives 
67.97 37.204 .476 .637 

warranty 

Transcend pen d rive offers 
68.83 36.763 .313 .652 

after sales service 

I am happy with the after 

sales service of Transcend 68.72 37.846 .359 .648 

pen drive 

Scale Statistics 

Mean Variance Std. Deviation N of Items 

72.30 42.472 6.517 19 

Reliability Test for Price 
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Reliability 

Case Processing Summary 

I 
N % 

Cases Valid 40 100.0 

Excluded(a) 0 .0 

Total 40 100.0 

A Listwise deletion based on all variables in the procedure. 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 

.572 

Item Statistics 

ean Std. Deviation I N 

Price influences me in purchasing pen 
3.53 1.176

1 
40 

drive 

I 

Transcend pen drive is affordable I 
3.75 .776 \ 40 

I am ready to spend more for a 

transcend pen dr ive 
3.40 .955

1 
40 

I 
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Item-Total Statistics 

Corrected Cronbach's 

Scale Mean if Scale Variance Item-Total Alpha if Item 

Item Deleted if Item Deleted Correlation Deleted 

Price influences me in 

purchasing pen drive 
7.15 1.823 .466 .338 

Transcend pen drive is 
6.93

1 affordable 
3.046 .383 .492 

I am ready to spend more for 
7.28 

a transcend pen drive 
2.717 .335 .538 

Scale Statistics 

Mean 

! 
Variance I Std . Deviation N of Items 

10.68 I 4.687 2.165 3 
I 

Reliability Test for Place 

Case Processing Summary 
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I N % 
I 

Cases Valid 40 100.0 

Excluded(a) 0 .0 

Total 40 100.0 

A Listwise deletion based on all variables in the procedure. 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach 's Alpha N of Items 

.539 

Item Statistics 

Mean Std. Deviation N 

I want to buy my pen drive from a 

Transcend exclusive shop 
3.85 .834 40 

Transcend pen drive has an 
3. 33 .829 40 

exclusive shop 

Item-Total Statistics 

Corrected Cronbach's 

Scale Mean if Scale Variance Item-Total Alpha if Item 

Item Deleted if Item Deleted Correlation Deleted 

I wantto bu I m e drive 

from a Tran sce 3.33 .687 .369 . (a) 
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I exclusive shop 

Transcend pen drive has 
3.85 

an exclusive shop 
.695 .369 .( a) 

The value is negative due to a negative average cova riance among items. This violates reliability model 

assumptions. You may want to check item codlings. 

Scale Statistics 

Mean 

! 
Var iance Std. Deviation N of Items 

7.18 1 1.892 1.375 2 

Reliability Test for Promotion 

Case Processing Summary 

I Cases 

N % 

Valid 
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Excluded(a) 

°1 100.0 Total 

A Listwise deletion based on all variables in the procedure . 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 

.751 1 
3 

Item Statistics 

Mean Std. Deviation N 

Advertisement influence me on 

choosing a brand 
3.03 1.143 40 

I have seen Transcend advertisement 

on media 
2.42 1.217 40 

I 

I have come to know about transcend 
2.45 1.239 40 

pen drive from a advertisement 

I 

Item-Total Statistics 

Corrected Cronbach's 

Sca Ie Mea n if Scale Variance Item-Total Alpha if Item 

Item Deleted if Item Deleted Correlation Deleted 

Advertise me- - ' - flu ence me 
4.88 5.343 .380 .871 

on choosing a 0 -;; 0 
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I have seen Transcend - . 3.743 .729 .481 
advertisement on media 

-

I have come to know a bout 

transcend pen drive from a - - 3.895 .659 .568 

advertisement 

Scale Stati stics 

Mean ~ - - Deviation N of Items 

7 .90 

Regression Analysis 

Var iab les Entered/Removed (b ) 

Model Var iables Entered ariables Removed Method 
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1 

Prod 

a All requested variables e -~,,'=: 

b Dependent Variable: 

Model -
. - -

1 . - - 421 

a Predictors ' 

! -

- - -- - -
Mode - . . ' ..:.:. - -Quare F Sig. _ :: _:= "2-;; . 

1 - -- _5 . ~ :'~ 6.355 10.602 .000(a) - -- -

- es d al 
- _. 3: .599 - . ::: --

Total • r " ,-- 39 - :) . "'"':: - -

a P ec ' :tors: (Constant), Promo i -
~ ' _ : _ ::1: eatures, Price - -. -

b De e -:,,-: .'ariable: Attitude to'. ar 5 a- see d Pen Drive 

Coefficients(a) 
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Model 

1 (Con5 an 

Product 

Features 

Price 

Place 

Pro :: :-

a Dependent Varia : :: -
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